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1) This is my #Qanon thread for June 22, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub

qanon.news: Q drops, POTUS Tweets and offsite archive
Mirror archive of Q drops, POTUS tweets, and full QResearch threads from 8ch and
8kun. You are the news now!
https://qanon.news/Q

Android apps:
qalerts.app/app/

QMAP: Mobile Apps
RSS feeds that you can use with your favorite RSS reader
https://qmap.pub/info/mobile

My Theme: Rewriting History

2) The Democrat party in America is fighting for its life.
As the party's criminality is exposed by Bill Barr and the Justice Department, the
party is trying to reform its public image.

3) Historically, the Democrat party has supported slavery and bigotry while the
Republican party has opposed them.
The breakdown of party votes on civil rights amendments is one example of this fact.

4) Once they were freed from plantations, the Democrat party designed modern
plantations that would keep blacks enslaved for future generations.
Modern plantations provide a minimum standard of living, create dependence on the
state & guarantee the black vote every 4 years.

5) The Democrat party was hijacked by radicals. Its current issues are establishing a
socialist superstate, reducing greenhouse gasses by eliminating internal combustion
engines & bovine flatulence, eliminating plastic straws, and ensuring the correct use
of gender pronouns.
6) By comparison, President Trump is offering every American (regardless of race) an
opportunity to make their dreams come true.
He is demolishing the Democrat's urban plantations through the creation of innercity opportunity zones.

Trump's play for black voters has major implications in Mississippi
For the last half century, Democrats nationally have featured a coalition of working
class voters, union members, and racial and ethnic minorities. Democrats seek to
portray themselves as the party …
https://yallpolitics.com/2020/02/10/trumps-play-for-black-voters-has-major-implications-…

7) The Democrat party's response is not to develop a better economic plan than
Trump.
They're trying to rewrite their party's history of racism and bigotry.

0:00

8) The Democrat's effort to rewrite their history requires the removal of cultural
relics that remind the world of their views toward blacks.
That effort is being aided by groups such as Black Lives Matter.

9) The re-emergence of the group Black Lives Matter in 2020, was a predictable
event.
Like Punxsutawney Phil, the groundhog who pops out of his hole every year on
February 2nd, BLM becomes active before every presidential election.

10) According to people who would know, George Soros is using Black Lives Matter to
accomplish his agenda—the creation of a global nation-state without international
borders (and only one political party.)

Rapper Lord Jamar: ‘George Soros Using Black Lives Matter to Contro…
Rap star Lord Jamar has slammed the Black Lives Matter movement and its
ideology, saying he doesn’t support them because it “isn’t our movement… it was
given to us by… George Soros” in order to contr…
https://newsthud.com/rapper-lord-jamar-george-soros-using-black-lives-matter-to-contr…

11) If President Trump is re-elected in November, corrupt politicians go to prison and
the hope of creating a totalitarian superstate dies.
There is no "next time."
This is their last shot at making their dream come true.

0:00

12) Normally, globalists would rig the election (electronically) to get their people in
office.
No Such Agency foiled that plan by implementing new electronic election security
measures after the 2018 election.

As NSA expands election security task force, Director Paul Nakasone t…
A key component of the Pentagon’s effort to defend the 2018 midterm elections
from foreign interference was its collaboration with the Department of Justice to
disrupt operations from overseas, Gen. …
https://www.cyberscoop.com/us-election-security-2020-nsa/

13) If the election were going to be rigged it would have to do it through paper ballots.
It's harder to skew an election when voters are required to show up in person, but
there is the vote-by-mail option.
14) Vote-by mail became the only viable option to get the desired outcome.
The coronavirus was hyped by the media as an existential threat.
Self-quarantine was pushed by celebrities as the responsible thing to do.

15) The perceived need to quarantine in the midst of an over-hyped pandemic
became the justification for demanding nation-wide vote-by-mail.
(Votes cast by mail are much easier to manipulate.)

0:00

16) POTUS has not been silent on his view of vote-by-mail.
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

RIGGED 2020 ELECTION: MILLIONS OF MAIL-IN BALLOTS WILL BE
PRINTED BY FOREIGN COUNTRIES, AND OTHERS. IT WILL BE
THE SCANDAL OF OUR TIMES!
251K 11:16 AM - Jun 22, 2020
179K people are talking about this

17) Q responded.
Any political analyst worth his salt knows Joe Biden is no match for Donald Trump.
If Dems hope to pull off a rigged election they must show polls that reflect their
desired outcome (a Dem win) or risk having their scheme exposed.

18) Remarking on Democrat's attempts to rewrite their history, Q quotes George
Orwell.

19)

20) The objective of power is power.

21) In an interview with CBN, President Trump accused Barack Obama of committing
treason.
The Hill
@thehill

#BREAKING: Trump says Obama may have committed treason,
refuses to elaborate on specific charges hill.cm/HBDahvF

28.4K 11:49 PM - Jun 22, 2020
23.2K people are talking about this

22) “Treason. Treason. It’s treason,” Trump said in an interview with CBN News. The
president did not elaborate on the specific charge but repeated his assertion that the
previous administration “spied” on his campaign in the course of the Russia probe.

Trump says Obama may have committed treason

President Trump on Monday suggested without evidence that his
predecessor, former President Obama, committed treason in connection with the
investigation into the 2016 Trump campaign’s contacts with …
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/503993-trump-says-obama-may-have-co…

23) Q responded.

24) An anon responded.

25) Ready?

26)

27)

28) Seema Verma, the administrator for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services said Democrat governors originally issued guidance that contradicted federal
guidelines for nursing homes battling the coronavirus pandemic.

Verma: Cuomo Contradicted Federal Nursing Home Guidance
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' Seema Verma said Democrat
governors contradicted federal guidelines for nursing homes.
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/06/22/exclusive-seema-verma-cuomo-other-de…

29) Q's response.

30) My take:
The crux of the issue regarding Governors that required nursing homes to accept
covid positive patients is whether the facilities had the ability to care for the patient's
condition.
31) Nursing homes routinely care for people who are discharged from hospitals with a
variety of illnesses. The question is whether a receiving facility can adequately care
for a particular patient's specific medical needs.
32) If a patient requires a ventilator to breathe and a receiving facility is not equipped
to handle ventilators, it would be medically inappropriate to transfer them to that
facility.
It would be appropriate to transfer them to a facility that handles ventilator patients.
33) Seema Verma's point was that Governors mandated medically inappropriate
interfacility transfers that resulted in the unnecessary deaths of thousands of
patients.
34)

35) President's Trump,'s remarks on Barack Obama and treason.
David Brody
@DavidBrodyCBN

EXCLUSIVE: President Trump on what crime President Obama would
have been potentially committing regarding the previous administration
spying on his campaign: "Treason. It’s treason." Watch the explosive
clip from my White House interview with @realDonaldTrump @POTUS
@WhiteHouse

11.9K 10:41 PM - Jun 22, 2020
7,500 people are talking about this

36) Q posted a link to a video

37) From Nabu Leaks:
Press conference on the topic: “New details in the case of Burisma bribe, as well as
new records of conversations testifying to international corruption and the external
governance of Ukraine”
(With English subtitles.)

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ei6O14Td89g

38) Joe Biden and George Soros' involvement.

👇

TheSharpEdge
@TheSharpEdge1

WOW.
A translated Ukrainian press conference from yesterday not only
implicates Biden, but also George Soros, in a plot to snatch 1.5 billion
from Ukrainian tax payers for a...get this..."corruption tax", through
overstated gas tariffs from Naftogaz.
youtu.be/Ei6O14Td89g

14.9K 4:10 PM - Jun 23, 2020
13.1K people are talking about this

39)

40) My all-time favorite Sleepy Joe meme.

😎🍿

𝑪𝒂𝒋𝒖𝒏♡𝑪𝒉𝒊𝒄𝒌
@cajun4trump

Whoever did this is amazing!
“Jill, if there’s ever a problem, just
go out on the balcony and fire two blasts outside the house.” “Buy a
shotgun.” “Buy a double barrel shotgun.”

26.7K 3:36 PM - Jun 23, 2020
19.7K people are talking about this

41) The memos show that well before Ukrainian prosecutors reached out to Rudy
Giuliani, in 2019 to talk about the Bidens and alleged 2016 election interference, they
first approached Berman’s office in New York in October 2018 via another American
lawyer.

Fired NY prosecutor was given Biden-Ukraine allegations in 2018 but d…
Ukraine prosecutors didn't want the political spectacle that became impeachment
and simply sought to turn over evidence about Joe Biden and election interference
to U.S. prosecutors, memos show.
https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-scandals/fired-prosecutor-w…

42) "The memos show Little Rock, Ark., lawyer Bud Cummins, a former U.S. attorney
himself, reached out at least five times in October 2018 to Berman seeking to arrange
a meeting with then-Ukrainian Prosecutor General Yuriy Lutsenko."
43) Lutsenko "wanted to confidentially share with federal prosecutors in New York
evidence he claimed to possess that raised concerns about the Bidens’ behavior as
well as alleged wrongdoing in the Paul Manafort corruption case."
44) The release of the transcribed video immediately after former U.S. Attorney
Berman's departure is not a coincidence.
Is more information about Biden & Ukraine about to be released?

45) Biden's campaign.

0:00

46)
SWIM Anon
@RevisitedRick

June 23, 2020
Jeff Jensen US Attorney for the Eastern District of Missouri has through
Acting DC US Attorney Michael Sherwin and Jocelyn Ballantine
provided General Flynn a page of Peter Strzok undated notes from early
January possibly between January 3 and January 5, 2017.

323 5:57 PM - Jun 23, 2020
221 people are talking about this

47) Black Lives Matter Toronto co-founder Yusra Khogali posted a tweet on Feb. 9
asking Allah for strength “to not cuss/kill these men and white folks out here today.”

Black Lives Matter co-founder tweets about killing "men and white folk…
Black lives matter ... but the lives of "men and white folks" do not?
https://toronto.citynews.ca/2016/04/05/black-lives-matter-co-founder-tweets-about-killin…

48) Q responded.
Why does the search term "Black Lives Matter" spike during election years?

50) Q weighs in on the NASCAR noose controversy.

51)

https://www.youtube.com/embed/VyL4UoX2Nqc

52)
TheLastRefuge
@TheLastRefuge2

1) Yes. We finally have a picture of the Bubba Wallace garage door, and
lookie here. Notice how much shorter the pull rope is (compared to
adjacent) once you cut off the "noose" (hand loop).
And it's in Bay #4. Exactly where the loop pull was.
Source:racingnews.co/2020/06/22/fbi…

4,454 5:42 AM - Jun 23, 2020
3,025 people are talking about this

53)
TheLastRefuge
@TheLastRefuge2
Replying to @TheLastRefuge2

2) Go to video at 00:53 and you'll see Bay #4 the before picture.
(screengrab)youtube.com/watch?v=VyL4Uo…

1,357 5:44 AM - Jun 23, 2020
641 people are talking about this

54)
TheLastRefuge
@TheLastRefuge2
Replying to @TheLastRefuge2

3) This is definitive proof. The Bubba Watson "rope noose" was a total
hoax.
Could have been an accidental misinterpretation by a member of the
team; but given the circumstances highly unlikely. ATTN: @NASCAR
please see above.
2,209 5:46 AM - Jun 23, 2020
970 people are talking about this

55)
TheLastRefuge
@TheLastRefuge2
Replying to @TheLastRefuge2

4) Here's the picture of Garage Bay #4 (taken Monday) with some
notations to help:

1,230 6:38 AM - Jun 23, 2020
564 people are talking about this

56)
TheLastRefuge
@TheLastRefuge2
Replying to @TheLastRefuge2

5) Here's a picture from a previous video of the Talladega speedway
garages in November 2019, that shows the hand loop on Garage Bay
#4:

1,439 6:41 AM - Jun 23, 2020
636 people are talking about this

57)
TheLastRefuge
@TheLastRefuge2
Replying to @TheLastRefuge2

6) And finally here's the side-by-side that shows the manual garage
door pull hand loop in place [Nov '19] and the hand loop (purposefully
identified as a "noose") missing or cut-off [June 22, 2020]
cc: @NASCAR @NASCARONFOX @NASCAR_Xfinity

2,830 6:44 AM - Jun 23, 2020
1,548 people are talking about this

58) The Pentagon’s top technology official and his deputy are resigning next month.

Pentagon's top technology officials resign
The Pentagon’s top technology official and his deputy are resigning next month, a
Defense Department official confirmed on Tuesday.
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/504161-pentagons-top-technology-officials-resign

59) Q replied.

60) The FBI issued a statement regarding the Bubba Wallace controversy, saying
there was no crime committed. The so-called "noose" had been in garage stall 4 since
October of 2019.
https://www.newsweek.com/fbi-says-noose-bubba-wallaces-garage-stall-was-nothate-crime-1512943?
utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=159294
9756

61)

Opinion | Notable & Quotable: C.S. Lewis’s Test
‘Suppose one reads a story of filthy atrocities in the paper. Then suppose that
something turns up suggesting that the story might not be quite true.’ Are you
relieved or disappointed?
https://www.wsj.com/articles/notable-quotable-c-s-lewiss-test-11548456515

63) The DC circuit court orders the case against General Flynn to be dropped.

Appeals Court Orders Judge to Approve Dismissal of Case Against Fly…
A federal appeals court on June 24 ordered the presiding judge in the case against
Michael Flynn to ...
https://www.theepochtimes.com/appeals-court-orders-judge-to-approve-dismissal-of-c…

64) Q responded.
*** = Mike Flynn is a 3-star General.

65) Incriminating evidence surfaces about the genesis of the Obama administration's
investigation of General Flynn.
Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Peter Strzok notes from 1/4/17 released in Flynn case:
Discussion among Obama, Comey, Yates, Biden, and Susan Rice.
Biden: "Logan Act"
Obama: "Have the right people on" Flynn case.
Comey: The Flynn/Kislyak calls "appear legit."

32K 2:49 PM - Jun 24, 2020
25.8K people are talking about this

67)

68)

69)
Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Those new Strzok notes - important to put them into context.
If they're from 1/4/17 (likely), then that Obama admin meeting would
have been the reason the Flynn investigation stayed open.
Small thread.
7,641 3:48 PM - Jun 24, 2020
4,278 people are talking about this

70)
Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog
Replying to @Techno_Fog

1/4/2017:
FBI Washington Field Office recommends closing "Crossfire Razor"
This was the investigation that yielded "no derogatory information" on
Flynn.

2,504 3:49 PM - Jun 24, 2020
1,201 people are talking about this

71)

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog
Replying to @Techno_Fog

Also on 1/4/2017 (likely):
The new Strzok notes detailing the Obama Admin's discussion of the
Flynn calls.
Including: Logan Act, instructions on how to proceed.
Important - FBI leadership in attendance (Comey).

2,636 3:54 PM - Jun 24, 2020
1,389 people are talking about this

72)
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